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24/7 in-situ machining for marine, 
wind and industrial installations

Who we can help 
On-site Recovery supports the following 
industries with on-site assessments, 
advice and problem-solving action:

Marine
Vessel engines of all types, sizes  
from any manufacturer.

Areas of expertise  
Crankpin recovery
Main journal recovery
Main bearing saddle recovery
Bearing line recovery 
Stud & thread recovery
Flywheel recovery
Cylinder cover recovery
Cast iron recovery
Engine frame recovery
Chain wheel recovery
Turbine casing recovery
Pump casing recovery
Gearbox recovery
Flange recovery
Generator shaft recovery
Yaw/brake disc recovery
Tooth recovery
Measurement & alignment
Customized recovery

Wind
Up-tower repairs of wind turbines 
offshore or onshore.

Power & processing
Power plants and industrial  
processing plants of any type  
in any location.



On-site 
Recovery

The longer the downtime, the greater the loss. 
Accelerate your recovery process with in-situ 
machining from MAN PrimeServ.

Find out more at: www.man-es.com/primeserv

Feeling the pain
of unplanned 

downtime?

Whether you operate vessels, a wind 
farm, or a power or processing plant, 
unplanned downtime is probably the 
biggest threat to profitable operations. 
And no matter how hard we all work to 
prevent a critical breakdown, 
breakdowns do happen.

That’s where MAN PrimeServ’s On-site 
Recovery team comes in. Armed with 
specialized machining equipment for 
any engine size, our team of 
experienced recovery engineers is 
standing by to get you back in 
operation quickly – across the globe, 
24 hours a day, 365 days a year.

When your recovery project is too 
urgent for time-consuming  
repairs in a workshop, On-site 
Recovery is the answer. We bring  
the tools and manpower to you, solving 
problems of any scale, even against 
serious odds, and putting your assets 
and teams back to work. On time, on 
spec, and meeting all applicable 
certifications.

You say impossible? We say just try us. 
We’re On-site Recovery, from  
MAN PrimeServ.


